REOPENING READINESS ASSESSMENT

Your Reopening Readiness
Assessment Results
Planning to reopen a school/ofﬁce has a four-phase process. According to the
survey results you are in Phase 2.
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WHAT YOUR RESULTS MEAN
AND NEXT STEPS
Consider These Strategies

4 Steps to Take

Your responses indicate that you’re
likely beginning to reassess your
current protocols, processes and
technology stack in light of current
and future requirements due to
COVID-19 and peoples’ heightened
health and safety expectations.

Step 1: Expand your use of connected
cameras, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensors to
include no-contact thermal scanners,
connected hand sanitizers, light sensors and
others depending on your organization's
requirements.

You have likely started to build a
tech stack that is leveraging Wi-Fi
and/or Bluetooth sensors to gain
real-time situational awareness of
your environment. Great job!

Step 2: By capturing attendance, occupancy
and footfall data with sensors, badge readers
and location data, you can predict and
recommend actions for your organization to
take such as booking free time in the ofﬁce
when space is available.

Your next opportunity is to increase
your awareness of the activities
happening in your space related to
health and safety including social
distance tracking, movement
analysis and mask detection/PPE
compliance and to empower your
staff to make real-time data-driven
decisions.

Step 3: Taking a platform approach enables
you to connect existing IT applications and
networking gear to optimize investments. vs
stitching together siloed solutions that each
solve pieces of the challenge. Consider the
Kloudspot Platform to help you maximize your
IT investment.
Step 4: Understanding your budget options
can help drive the strategy. If you’ve earmarked funds to plan for a safe reopening, you
are ready for Phase 2! If not, a quick chat with
one of our experts can give you some ideas
around costs to consider.

Get ready to reopen. Book a free 15-minute assessment call at calendly.com/kloudspot/15min with
one of our Reopening Readiness experts who can provide customized guidance.

